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1. Introduction
Author(s) of this document: Alberto Fernández-Isabel

1.1 What is this graphical editor?
This graphical editor is an Eclipse plug-in specifically dedicated to generate model
specifications compliant with a particular Traffic Modeling Language (TML) (see TML user
guide). It consists of a palette where users can select the multiple elements and references
provided by the TML, and a canvas where the current model can be visualised and validated.
It uses two XMI files in order to generate the information. The first one stores the model
structure indicating which are the elements and their respective references to others. The
second one keeps the situation of the elements and the references in the canvas.

1.2 Features
The following list shows the features in which the graphical editor is based:



Ecore. TML is developed by this metamodeling language. Ecore provides a wide
set of tools for supporting the generation of model specifications or their
source code transformations.



Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF). It is a framework provided by the Eclipse
Modeling Project (more information in https://eclipse.org/modeling/emf/). It
allows generating the metamodel and design its structure.



Graphical Editing Framework (GEF). It is a framework provided by the Eclipse
Modeling Project (more information in http://www.eclipse.org/gef/). It
supports the generation of graphical editors and the design and development
of model specifications.

1.3 About this guide
This user guide should help you to get started with the graphical editor. It begin introducing
an overview of it, highlighting its different elements and how they work together. Chapter 2
shows the process to run the application and the prerequisites it presents, while Chapter 3
teaches users to design a model specification.
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2. Running graphical editor
Author(s) of this document: Alberto Fernández-Isabel

2.1 Prerequisites
This application needs the Eclipse developing framework and its modeling package (see
https://eclipse.org/downloads/packages/release/Kepler/SR2) installed to run, as it is executed
as an Eclipse application and needs the EMF and GEF frameworks to work. Also, the
metamodel that describes the TML is desirable. The tool does not uses large amounts of
memory (RAM) but it is interesting to have a modern computer.
In general, to use the traffic platform, the following requirements must be met:
 Java SE 7 must be installed. The latest version of the Java Runtime Environment (JRE)
can be downloaded from http://java.oracle.com.
 Have at least 1 GB memory for running the editor will be required.
 Have enough free hard drive space. The editor is not a big application.
 Notions and knowledge in the TML (see TML user guide).
 Background in Model-Driven Engineering.

2.2 Eclipse application
This tool is packaged in a zip file with four jar archives. All of them must be decompressed
and imported as projects to Eclipse. In order to do it, with the right button of the mouse on the
Package Explorer choose the option Import. Then, users have to select the option Existing
project into workspace and push the button Browse to find the appropriate file. Finally,
selecting Model (/) and pushing Finish button the project will be imported. The rest of them
are imported in a similar way. Note that it is advisable to import first the file with name
Model.jar and the others later.
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To run the graphical editor users must open the projects where the metamodel and the rest
of GEF files are located. Then, the tool can be executed selecting the directory Model.diagram
with the right button of the mouse, and choosing the option Run As -> Eclipse application.
Finally a new Eclipse window that contains the tool will be loaded.
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3. Designing a model specification
Author(s) of this document: Alberto Fernández-Isabel

3.1 Create a new project
The creation of a project is similar to each other. Once a Java project is generated, a new
directory must be aggregated. Then selecting the directory with the right button of the mouse
users have to choose New -> Example -> TrafficModel diagram. Finally it is needed to
introduce a name for the files that contain the model specification. A file with extension
trafficmodel and another with extension trafficmodel_diagram are generated, and an empty
canvas and a complete palette are displayed.
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3.2 Palette and Canvas
The palette and canvas are displayed when users select the XMI file with
trafficmodel_diagram extension. The palette is organised according to the metaclases of the
metamodel and their references. A separator among different elements supports this
organisation. Also, every option presents its own picture and name to identify it. In order to
create a new element or reference users only must select and drag in the first case or link the
appropriated instances in the second. Meanwhile, the canvas provides options to introduce
the names of the instances and allows modifying the model structure.
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3.3 Validation
The validation shows the compliance of the current model specification with the TML (see
TML user guide). In order to do this validation users has to select the file with trafficmodel
extension. This file displays the structure of the current specification. Selecting with the right
button of the mouse the root element, it can be validated choosing in the menu the option
Validate. If the validation is successful the model specification is appropriated, in other case
the errors are displayed by the tool.
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